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BY VINCE SHULEY

BORN IN A BURNABY BASEMENT THREE DECADES AGO, BRITISH 
COLUMBIA’S JOYSTICK GRIP ON THE GLOBAL VIDEO-GAME 

INDUSTRY SEEMED UNTOUCHABLE. BUT FIERCE COMPETITION, 
BRAIN DRAINS AND THE FREEMIUM-FUELLED REALITIES OF 

THE NEW NETSCAPE HAVE BUMPED BC INTO THE BACKSEAT. 
FROM EA TO INDIE, WE CHRONICLE THE PROVINCE’S 

REMARKABLE ROLE IN THIS MAMMOTH DIGITAL BUSINESS 
AND FIND THAT THE GAME IS IN FACT, NOT OVER.

Sember and Mattrick
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when the subject  of Canada’s greatest cultural 
exports arises, video games are probably not the first thought that 
comes to mind. However, more than music, television or film, 
Canadian video games are bought and played by more people, in 
more places, all over the world. Since the beginning of this medium, 
Vancouver has sat at the center of video-game development and 
innovation in the electronic world. From lone-ranger independents 
(indies) to army-sized studios, video-game development companies 
in Vancouver employ some of the most talented folks in the digital-
media industry. Simply put, this city matters when it comes to 
gaming. Nowhere is this more evident than in the halls of gaming 
juggernaut Electronic Arts (EA) Canada.

EA Canada — headquartered just east of Vancouver in Burnaby —  
employs over 1,300 programmers, designers, artists, producers, 
testers and marketers who have churned out household-name fran-
chises such as FIFA, NHL and Need for Speed. The company even 
has its own soccer field. Far from being built in a day, the white 
towers of EA Canada may have sprouted from corporate acquisition, 

but the foundations were laid by ambitious young Vancouverites.
Two Burnaby schoolboys had the smarts and business sense 

to hatch Vancouver’s vibrant game industry 30 years ago. Don 
Mattrick and Jeff Sember began designing and selling digital com-
puter games out of their living rooms in the early 80s, and their 
first published title, Evolution, was the first commercially successful 
game ever made in Canada. After selling 400,000 copies, which paid 
for both their university tuitions, as well as a couple of shiny sports 
cars, the teenagers formed Distinctive Software Incorporated (DSI) 
and were soon overseeing a team of 25 developers that made classic 
80s driving games, like Test Drive and Grand Prix Circuit.

The ripples of Vancouver’s game scene were beginning to be felt 
south of the border, and in 1991, Californian publisher powerhouse 
EA threw down $11 million to acquire DSI and form EA Canada. 
Mattrick remained at the helm before jumping ship to Microsoft 
a few years later where he became the new president of interactive 
entertainment business. To this day, Mattrick and Sember are con-
sidered the founding fathers of Vancouver’s video-game cluster. 



The Brain Drain
Throughout the 1990s, the industry began to expand in Vancouver, 
with several EA employees leaving to start their own companies. 
Studios began popping up all over downtown and the Eastside, 
as a constant flow of talented developers creating a concentrated 
bevy of new media. But the cycle struggled to sustain itself. In 
an aggressive move by the Quebec government in the late 90s, a 
sizable tax credit of 37.5 per cent was introduced in an attempt 
to lure large developer houses into the province. The tax credit 
worked, prompting French publishing giant Ubisoft to set up 
shop in Montreal’s Mile End district. Ubisoft Montreal has 
since grown to 2,100 employees and Quebec now has over 8,200 
employees in the sector, compared to 3,800 in British Columbia, 
where the provincial government is offering a dismal 17.5 per 
cent tax credit to compete, and the lure of Vancouver’s natural 
landscape and lifestyle has not been enough to attract many new 
companies to the West Coast.

“Brain drain is a real thing and it sucks,” says Nels Anderson 
of Vancouver’s Klei Entertainment, the indie studio behind 2012’s 
downloadable hit game Mark of the Ninja. “If thousands of people 
all go to the east, it doesn’t matter how many studios are here if 
the talent isn’t here. Having the infrastructure necessary so really 
talented people can join larger organizations, or start their own 
shops, is really important. It is absolutely the case that the provin-
cial government needs to do way, way, way more to support the 
creative industries here.”

But the challenge of rebuilding Vancouver’s crumbling AAA 
(term used for big blockbuster games) developer scene stretches 
well beyond political policy. The shift towards digital distribution, 
free-to-play models and mobile gaming platforms has meant the 
traditional $60 console disc is selling for much less than it used 
to. As global mainstream game consumption grows, the demand 
is migrating towards instant gratification games that people can 
experience on the fly. And they want to pay almost nothing for it. 

Those Damn Facebook Games
It’s a rainy Friday afternoon outside East Side Games’ (ESG) studio 
on Vancouver’s West Hastings Street. I get buzzed in through a 
reinforced steel door and head up the stairs. Office manager Lidi 
Giroux greets me at the entrance, her short hair and large spectacles 
giving me the impression I’ve found the right place. The exposed 
brick walls are lined with art from one of ESG’s popular iOS games, 
Dragon Up, and everywhere are arrays of fluorescent Post-it notes 
scribbled with endless ideas and to-do lists. A cooler of local craft 
beer sits in the middle of the room waiting for about 40 thirsty 
employees gathering for this afternoon’s Swill and Spill, a series of 
beer-fuelled talks where staff members present and discuss the next 
potential Angry Birds in the social and mobile gaming world.

“Here at ESG, we don’t limit what people can make,” says 
COO Josh Nilson. “I’ve worked at games companies and multi-
media places in the past where you have to sign a real Draconian, 
restrictive non-disclosure agreement that if you work on anything, 
they own it. But they’re just hording that shit; they’re probably 
never going to make it,” he continues. “If people are the next 
Zuckerbergs, and you’re hiring these geniuses that want to go off 
and build their own company, you should be nurturing them, not 
restricting them.”

ESG was founded in 2009 with eight employees, all rising 
from the ashes of another closed studio and growing to a team 
of 40 in just one year. The biggest success of the studio is Pot 
Farm, a colourful Farmville-style Facebook game where you play 
a bearded hippy sowing crops of contraband, all while trying to 

TWO BURNABY SCHOOLBOYS HAD THE SMARTS AND BUSINESS SENSE TO HATCH 
VANCOUVER’S VIBRANT GAME INDUSTRY 30 YEARS AGO. DON MATTRICK AND JEFF 
SEMBER BEGAN DESIGNING AND SELLING DIGITAL COMPUTER GAMES OUT OF THEIR 
LIVING ROOMS IN THE EARLY 80S, AND THEIR FIRST PUBLISHED TITLE, EVOLUTION, 
WAS THE FIRST COMMERCIALLY SUCCESSFUL GAME EVER MADE IN CANADA. 

the godfathers of game
Don Mattrick and Jeff Sember on Front Page Challenge, 
March 20, 1983. The panel, including journalist-
historian Pierre Berton, was unable to guess the 
newsworthy story — the success of their game 
Evolution, shown at bottom. In the game, the player 
controls a creature that faces different environments 
and challenges as it evolves from amoeba to human.

level up, player 
From top to bottom: Retro City Rampage, 2012; Pot 
Farm, 2010, by East Side Games and Don’t Starve, 
2013, by Klei Entertainment. Left: characters from 
Mark of the Ninja, by Klei Intertainment.
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like an improv class,” says Brian Provinciano, who released his 
indie game Retro City Rampage on five gaming platforms all at 
once, on his own and who also organized today’s summit. “I could 
have an idea, and as I was working on a level I would just put it 
in the game. The freedom of being able to do that was awesome; 
anything that was in my head I could realize and iterate on. Being 
able to do that rapidly as you are [building] it was just a magical 
experience for me, one of the best experiences of my game-devel-
opment career.”

Provinciano’s determination to bring his pixelated Grand Theft 
Auto-inspired game to five separate PC, console and handheld 
markets — all while managing his own independent com-
pany — stretched the process to over seven years from concept to 
launch. “Planning is really important but very difficult when you 
don’t realize what you need to plan for,” he says. “I’d say a good 
third of my time wasn’t spent on the actual game development.” 

After investing his own retirement savings, putting his mort-
gage on the line and quitting his day job so he could work full 
time on the game, Provinciano basically pushed all his chips to 
the centre of the table and hoped for the best. The risk to him 
wasn’t just worth it, it was necessary. A lifelong dream of releasing 
his own game on consoles — in his own vision — was something 
he had do, or at least give his best shot. The gamble paid off when 
he made enough income to start making the next game, this time, 
he says, with a larger team.

Anderson of Klei Entetainment echoes a similar notion of 
overcoming the workload to reap the creative reward. “A lot of 
stuff I do is hard and fatiguing and really goddamn boring, but 
it’s still incredibly satisfying and interesting because these are hard 
problems that nobody has figured out solutions for,” he explains. 
“How many times in the history of culture do you get to be in 
right at the start for a whole new form of creative expression?”

while vancouver is still struggling to cope with fre-
quent layoffs by larger games companies, indies like Provinciano 
and the mid-size studios like Klei Entertainment and East Side 
Games are evidence that while the city’s video-game industry is 
rapidly changing, smart new Vancouver minds are adapting to the 
transition. Thirty years ago Mattrick and Sember did the same 
thing, and look how that turned out. 

Since first playing The Legend of Zelda on NES, Vince Shuley has 
undertaken his own epic quest to shake the stereotype that all gamers 
are overweight, lazy virgins living in their parents’ basements. His 
dog is named Link.

“IF THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE ALL GO TO THE EAST, 
IT DOESN’T MATTER HOW MANY STUDIOS ARE 
HERE IF THE TALENT ISN’T HERE. HAVING THE 
INFRASTRUCTURE NECESSARY SO REALLY TALENTED 
PEOPLE CAN JOIN LARGER ORGANIZATIONS, OR 
START THEIR OWN SHOPS, IS REALLY IMPORTANT. 
IT IS ABSOLUTELY THE CASE THAT THE PROVINCIAL 
GOVERNMENT NEEDS TO DO WAY, WAY, WAY MORE 
TO SUPPORT THE CREATIVE INDUSTRIES HERE.”
—  NELS ANDERSON, KLEI ENTERTAINMENT

NEXT LEVEL
The crossover between action sports 
and video games has existed since 
the early days of the medium, and 
it continues to be a mainstay of 
the market. Early efforts, such as 
California Games (1987), let players 
try surfing, skateboarding and BMX, 
as well as the less-extreme sports 
of frisbee and footbag (the name 
“Hackey Sack” is still trademarked). 
Winter sport games have mostly 

revolved around snowboarding, with 
titles like SSX Tricky and Amped 
giving players an opportunity to 
perform ludicrous tricks that throw 
real physics out the window.

Poppermost Productions is an indie 
developer group from Stockholm, 
Sweden, currently working on SNOW, 
an open world ski and snowboard 
game that promises to be the most 
accurate representation of snow sports 

ever simulated in a video game. But 
what will set SNOW apart from the 
ubiquitous derivatives of Tony Hawk’s 
Pro Skater? 

It will be free to play. You can 
explore the mountains in the game 
without buying anything and you 
can pay for small upgrades for your 
character with real money in the form 
of micro-transactions. It’s also unusual 
because it will be the first snow-sports 

video game developed with input 
from a team of athletes. Tanner Hall, 
Tom Wallisch and Russ Henshaw have 
signed on for the design process, 
which intends to depict real freeskiing, 
whether it be in the park, halfpipe or 
on a pillow line. The game is still under 
development, but a trailer was shown 
at the 2013 Tanner Hall Invitational at 
California’s Sierra-at-Tahoe resort.
 — Vince Shuley

avoid the watchful eye of Ranger Dick. The game is ESG’s biggest 
cash cow with over 7.5 million unique players and over 1.1 million 
“likes” on Facebook, the “freemium” model generating micro-trans-
actions from around five per cent of those players. 

“We want to do things our own way,” says Nilson. “We’re going 
to build the games that we want to build, that we want to play, 
about subjects that we want. With Pot Farm we walk that distinct 
line of being a super-fun game growing distinct plants, but you’re 
not engaging in the act, you’re not drug dealing, there’s no guns or 
weapons; you use your imagination to fill in the rest.”

Indie Life 
The following week a sold-out Rio Theatre is the venue for the Full 
Indie Summit, a gathering of 400 indie developers listening intently 
to industry experts about how to make better games — and actu-
ally get paid for it. Few of these indies have any type of financial 
support and often resort to working on gaming projects around 

their day jobs, something they do willingly and passionately. The 
big explosions and cinematics seen in AAA games are not really 
possible with these schedules and budgets, but that doesn’t stop 
them from making good games that can sell just as well. Indies are a 
resourceful bunch, a necessary trait if you actually want your game 
to see the light of day, let alone reap any kind of financial reward.

Skull Theatre, a developer couple from Seattle, shows the sum-
mit crowd their technique of DIY photogrammetry by constructing 
models by hand, painting them and shooting them with a single 
DSLR camera. It is a far cry from the Matrix-inspired bullet time 
scenes now popular in the action-sports film industry, but these 
creatives have developed their own painstaking method to render 
3D art, a design feature often out of reach by impoverished indies. 

And the trade-off is the freedom to create a game however 
you want, with no restrictions other than a lack of access to fancy, 
expensive technology, a compromise indies are willing to make with 
the long hours for little or no financial gain. “A lot of the game felt 

When skiing 
and video 
games collide
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